Half termly skills curriculum plan Jan-Feb 2015 ORANGE 2
Keelman’s Way School
Literacy

Week1 - Travelling to India.
Book TBC. Passports,
airports, compare rickshaws
and auto’s with modern UK
transport.
(RE link)
Week 2- Travelling to India.
Book TBC
(RE link)
Week 3- Barnaby Bear
travelling to Australia.

Week 4- Barnaby Bear
travelling to Australia.

Maths

Science

ICT

Personal and social
Development

Subtraction.
LO: one less.

Floating- make boats for the
pond

Watch story of Rama and
Sita. (History link)

Visit indian shops. Request
items, use language and
cultural awareness.

Pattern. Make rangoli
patterns.
LO: create Patterns with
colours and shapes.
Counting
LO: differentiated between
1-3, 1-10, 1-20.

Speed, how fast can we run,
how fact can our model
areoplanes go?

Create rangoli patterns on
art program. (History link)

Indian outfits v British dress.
What are the differences?

Bounce- watch video on
Kangeroo’s jumping. What
things will bounce? Make a
prediction.
Magnets.
LO: what attracts to a
magnet? What doesn’t?

Counting games on ipads
and internet. (maths link)

How do we travel to school?
What are the options?

Interactive games on weight
and measure, ipad and
internet. (maths link)

Walk in the community,
crossing roads safely,
landmarks, modes of
transport spotting.

Weighing
LO: Recognise heavy and
light.

Topic: TRANSPORT and TRAVEL
Cookery

Sensory Activities

Physical Education and
Development

Reading

Creativity
(Art and Music)

Indian bhaji’s with mint
sauce

Make roti and daal. (bread
and lentils)
Australian ‘Barbie’! grill
some meats.

Australian Anzac biscuits.
(history link)

Explore Indian artefactssmell incense sticks, make
diva lamps, holy books,
jewels.
Tac Pac and desensitisation.

Australian beaches: Build
sand castles. Use water to
help set moulds and tip out
shapes.
Tac Pac and desensitisation

Dance- bhangra and khathak
dancing techniques from
India. (Geography link)

Explore books on indian
culture and religion.

Indian music and
instruments- different
regions.

Dance- bhangra and khathak
dancing techniques from
India. (Geography link)
Bat and ball skills. Balance,
tennis racket, cricket bat,
rounds bat. Hit the ball.
Coordination.
Bat and ball skills. Balance,
tennis racket, cricket bat,
rounds bat. Hit the ball.
Coordination.

Reading stages.

Dress up in indian traditional
clothes. Compare to British
outfits.
Model making- trains, boats,
cars.

Colour the Australian flag.
Explore non fiction books on
facts.
Reading stages.

Model making- trains, boats,
cars.

